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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2988 - 2989

The Dark Doctor came here with Zoey Lopez and his party dangling.

“Time shouldn’t be too late! Attract him here!”

The leader said.

“Be ready to ambush! All the people who come here are taken! Then the others are ready to
evacuate! Welcome the catastrophe!”

…

at this time.

Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan are also actively retreating.

Even Kunlun Academy withdrew unanimously.

But Levi Garrison’s disciples are cultivating hard, and they have been forgotten.

Although they are in Kunlun College, no one knows where they are.

Therefore, they were forgotten in this great retreat.

Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan have too many secrets.

In particular, the rumors of the Baolong clan guarded Daxia’s greatest secret.

They took everything that was taken away.

Everything that could not be taken was hidden.
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The thing used was the dark cage that trapped Levi Garrison that day.

Hide all the important things that you can’t take away one by one.

They believe in the sturdiness of the dark cage.

Even if everyone else is destroyed, the dark cage cannot be destroyed.

As long as they have nothing to do, they can survive.

Can be taken out.

All parties are racing against time!

but.

No one thought that Major Tiance did not retreat!

He wants to fight with the magical power of King Kong!

I also want to improve to the highest level!

crazy!

He is crazy too!

Practice martial arts to a crazy level!

…

the other side.

The Black Hawk agents flew to a safe area at a very fast speed.

“The Antarctic Glacier is still unsuccessful? Could it be him?”

The polar bear agent subconsciously said.
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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2989

“hiss!!!”

Everyone sucked in cold air.

Stop the disaster by oneself?

What the hell is this horrible perverted existence?

In terms of time, half an hour has passed! ! !

abnormal!

It’s really the strongest pervert they have ever seen!

The brain of God even thinks that the chief priests are little scum.

It is fundamentally comparable to Levi Garrison!

“Can he come out alive?”

Agent Blade asked in a low voice.

“It is estimated that from the moment he let us leave, he didn’t intend to live out of it!”

“He is really crazy!”

…

Forty minutes later.

The entire Antarctic glacier was torn apart and exploded everywhere.
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“Boom…”

A huge explosion…

The entire Antarctic glacier is completely shattered!

The terrifying energy in the super spiritual veins has completely exploded!

Go straight into the sky, cover the sky and cover the sun, and drown everything.

The sky turned into darkness directly.

right!

Everyone in the world felt this huge movement.

The earth is shaking and the mountains are shaking.

The Antarctic tremors were almost tearing the world apart.

Can’t be defined by earthquake level!

too strong!

Because there has never been an earthquake, so that every corner of the world can feel it!

The close ones are too strong.

The feeling is extremely strong even in the distance!

“Boom…”

The earth is shaking everywhere.

Even places far away are the movement of at least a magnitude seven or eight earthquake.

This is happening all over the world.
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